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Exari Risk Scoring

Advanced algorithm for increasing contractual compliance
Do you know exactly how much your contract portfolio contributes to your enterprise risk? Contracts can either
protect you from risk or infect you with it. The only way to understand and react to your enterprise risk is to
have a deep insight into your entire document portfolio.
Our founding lawyers have spent 20 years analyzing, dissecting, de-constructing and reconstructing contracts.
We understand the elements that make up a contract and which ones are capable of exposing a company’s
balance sheet. These elements are what makes up Exari’s Universal Contract Model (UCM)™.
CONTRACTUAL RISK SCORE 45
Stability and corruption in the country of
governing law, jurisdiction and customer
domicile. Arbitration, etc.

An example of counterparty risk, affecting
customers & revenue certainty. Includes risk of
early termination, customer failure, default or
non-payment, and the availability & adequacy of
credit support, guarantees collateral, etc.

Customer Risk (6)
8

Enforcement Risk (6)

Compliance Risk (4)

Whose paper was used? Entire
agreement clause. Loose change
control. How much detail has been
captured?

Liability Risk (8) Uncapped customer liability

Uncertainty Risk (5)
No price flexibility in
customer contracts. Too
much price flexibility in
vendor contracts. Most
favored nation, etc.

Terms that make compliance
more challenging, including strict
performance obligations, key
person risk, restraints, etc.

indemnities, and credit support
commitments. Vendors with tight
liability caps, weak indemnities, etc.

Price Risk (7)

IP Risk (3)
Vendor Risk (6)

An example of counterparty risk, affecting vendors &
supply chain certainty. Includes risk of early termination,
failure of critical supplier, vendor turning competitive or
hostile, performance failures, exclusivity constraints, etc.

Leakage of important intellectual
property (IP) rights to vendors or
customers. Unqualified IP
indemnifies or representations to
customers.

Risk Scoring Dashboard

Exari’s UCM™ is the most advanced data model on the market. By using Exari’s UCM™, companies can easily
analyze their entire contract portfolio. With over twenty key data points to measure your contracts inherent risk,
you will easily understand the exposures and the risks they face.
Exari’s risk scoring algorithm breaks down any contract into 8
different segments, analyzing more than 20 specific data points
to determine the overall risk. They system then adds up all the
factors and assigns an overall risk rating between 0-100. The
bigger the score, the higher the risk.
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Exari’s Enterprise Contract Management Platform is a valuable risk management tool to help you filter, organize,
measure and manage risks. The combination of risk awareness and efficient technology provides a platform for
contracts and their risks to be managed successfully, so you can better prepare for a crisis situation and quickly come
up with an action plan.
Contract Risk vs. Value Correlation Report

Exari Benefits include:
•
•
•

Built-in reports to expose major legal and operational risk across portfolio
Triage and mitigation of highest business risks
Enhances risk management to help companies comply with regulations through advanced search,
sort and reporting of data

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract risk
and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

